
Guided Reading 9.1 

THE ORIGINS OF PROGRESSIVISM 
On your own paper, answer the following questions as you read Chapter 9, Section 1 (Pgs 306 - 312) 

You do not have to write the question so long as you staple the questions to your answer sheet when finished. 

1. What happened to Camella and why did she go on strike? 

2. What were the four goals of the progressive effort? 

3. List two social welfare organizations and name two things that each did for society. 

4. What organization did Florence Kelly belong to (side box) and what did the act she  

helped pass do for women and children (text)? 

5. What is Prohibition and what did Prohibitionist groups fear? 

6. Why did prohibition cause tension with many immigrants? 

7. What did the Panic of 1893 call into question and what was the alternative they looked to? 

8. Who were muckrakers? 

9. What argument did Louis D. Brandis use to defend the 10 hour work day? 

10. Explain “Taylorism” 

11. Assembly lines caused people to work like machines, what problems did that cause? 

12. What happened to Galveston in 1900 and how did it change government structure? 

13. In what ways did Robert M. La Follette regulate the railroad industry? 

14. List two reasons why children were used as workers? 

15. What did the 1908 case Muller v. Oregon uphold? 

16. What is the difference between initiatives, referendums and recalls? 

17. What did the ratification (approval) of the 17
th

 Amendment in 1913 change? 
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 Grading: 

 3pts = All 17  

 2pts = 9-16 answered 

 1pt = 1-8 answered 

 0pts = 0 answers  
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